
the modern Cathedral
the Gothic Cathedral underwent
a major conversion after a fire
of 1622. the rule at that time was
for the Bishop to cover 2/3rds of 
the renovation cost out of his
personal funds and for the
Cathedral Chapter to contribute 
the remaining 1/3rd. From the
1630s onwards, the work was most
likely overseen by Krzysztof
Bonadura senior, one of Poland’s
top architects of the time. In 1725,
a violent storm wind damaged the
cupolas and the west gable. these
were then restored in the Baroque
style. the project continued for
nearly a century. It resulted in the
replacement of the Cathedral’s
predominantly Gothic fittings and
furnishings.

In 1772, a fire broke out in the renovated east end of the Cathedral. Following the
disaster, the interior was restored in the late-Baroque style which was retained until
World War II. the façade was converted to classicist designs which subsequently, after
another disaster, were complemented with new cupolas and other items.

the restored Cathedral
the Cathedral survived largely unchanged until 1939. during World War II, it served
as temporary storage for the plundered works of art awaiting shipment to Germany.
the most severe damage was caused in 1945 by russian artillery fire. 

the project of restoring the Cathedral was proceeded by extensive archeological
work. the final decision was to return to its Gothic form while keeping the chapels
in the shape they retained until 1945, i.e. predominantly Baroque. the shape of the

cupolas draws on icons from the
years 1725–1729. the bulk of
the work was completed in 1956.
the Cathedral’s consecration
on June 28, 1956 coincided
with Poland’s first worker pro -
tests against the Communist
government which took place
right across the Warta river and
were soon violently quashed.

Poznań Cathedral 
ostrów tumski 17, 61-120 Poznań
tel. +48 61 852 96 42
www.katedra.archpoznan.org.pl

open for vi si tors from 9am to 6pm (march to octo ber) and 9am to 4pm (no vem -
ber to Fe bru ary) except du ring wor ship se rvi ce
Cel lars open for vi si tors from 9am to 6pm (march to octo ber) and 9am to 4pm
(no vem ber to Fe bru ary) except sun days and du ring se rvi ce, ad mis sion sub ject 
to char ge
Worship services held year-round:
daily at 8am and additionally at 6pm on Fridays and saturdays 
sundays at 8am, 10am, 12:15pm, 7pm and 8:30pm

organized groups visiting the Cathedral and the Cellars are required 
to purchase tickets.

the roYal-ImPerIal route In PoZnaŃ
the royal-Imperial route is a tourist and cultural proposition for those
fascinated with the uniqueness of this part of europe. It is an exciting
attempt to interpret the history of the city of Poznań within the context
of european history.

the royal-Imperial route is a quality tourist product that links important
places and historic monuments. It runs through the most significant
historical areas of the city demonstrating its spatial a  nd cultural
development. the route focuses on the most attractive features of Poznań
that emphasize the city’s position on the cultural map of europe.

the royal-Imperial route is an exciting “journey”, full of dramatic
turns, through the history of the city, Poland and europe.
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the Pre-romanesque 
and romanesque
Cathedral 
the Cathedral’s first building, which
once bore witness to the origins of
Christianity in Poland, was erected
on the island of ostrów tumski in
a borough adjacent to the town of
Poznań. Credit for constructing
the edifice goes to Poznań’s first
bishop Jordan, appointed in 968.
alternatively, it is believed to have
been built during a later period,
even past the year 1000. the theory
of the early establishment of the
Cathedral (in the second half of
the 10th century) is co nfirmed by the
fact that the first Polish rulers
mieszko I (who died in 992) and
Boleslaus the Brave (who died in 1025), were buried there. the Pre-romanesque
st. Peter’s Cathedral was an incredible three-nave shrine built of stone blocks. seated
in its extended West end above the main nave, rulers enjoyed a vantage point over
Cathedral gatherings.

the Cathedral suffered complete destruction in the 1038 raid by duke Bretislaus of
Bohemia. It is believed to have been reconstructed within just several years. the three-
-nave plan was preserved upon an expansion of the Western section. another
extensive reconstruction of the shrine, one rendered in the romanesque style,
followed in the early 12th century. little is known about the details of the project. the
West end of the Cathedral was torn down and given a more modern two-steepled
façade. What remains of the original romanesque Cathedral are certain exposed
sections of walls integrated into the building’s façade. 

the GothIC Cathedral 
the construction of the shrine’s east end commenced in 1243 during the time of Bishop
Boguchwał II. the Presbytery ceiling was made to resemble a classical French cathedral.

a complete overhaul of the main
nave began in 1356 leading to its
replacement with a spiry Gothic
structure. a central place in the main
nave was given to a magnificent
tombstone of Boleslaus the Brave.
this helped reassert the Cathedral’s
well-deserved significance as a place
commemorating the origins of the
Polish state and as the royal
necropolis.

the Cathedral’s east end underwent
another round of refurbishments in
the late 14th century, most likely in
the aftermath of a partial collapse.
the altar section received three
distinctive spires that give the
Cathedral its unique shape.

in  Poznań
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the maIn Portal
the Cathedral’s 15th-century Gothic portal features

a brown door faced with scenes from the lives of its patron saints
Peter (on the outside) and Paul (on the inside).

Pre-romanesque and romanesque relICs
the Cathedral’s cellars hold fragments of tombstones (most

likely of mieszko I and Boleslaus the Brave, Poland’s first rulers),
pieces of walls and a shallow pan surmised to have served as
a baptismal pool, all discovered during archeological exploration
of the remnants of the original Cathedral building.

BIshoP tomBs
Poznań canons and bishops, originating largely from noble and
magnate families, were traditionally buried in the Cathedral.
their precise burial spots were marked with tombstones in the
archbishops were honored with the title of the Primate of Poland
(their remains are held in the Cathedral cellars).

“st. martIn’s arrIVal In amIens”, a PaIntInG InCorPorated In the altar oF
st. martIn’s ChaPel

this 1628 painting depicts st. martin sharing his coat with a beggar. the coat was later used
by Jesus himself in heaven. st. martin worship is particularly strong in Poznań where he has
been selected as a patron saint for one of the city’s main streets. saint martin is the patron of
a street (ul. Św. marcin) whose day is celebrated on november 11.

the GórKas’ tomB In the holY saCrament ChaPel
a magnificent 1574 tombstone of andrzej Górka, the Governor of Wielkopolska, and his

wife Barbara of Kurozwęki was made by hieronim Canavesi, an outstanding milan sculptor.
the Górkas were among Wielkopolska’s most powerful families. their remarkable residence,
today housing the archeological museum, was located at the old market square.

the mIraCulous CruCIFIX In the holY saCrament ChaPel
In 1652, a crucifix considered to be a miraculous object, one worshipped particularly strongly in

Poznań, was moved to the Górka Chapel. up until 1522, the crucifix was kept in the Wrocław Gate which
formed a part of the fortifications that surrounded the city. 

the VIsCher tomBstones
a set of the Cathedral’s fine brown 15th-

century tombstones of Łukasz and uriel Górka
originated from the workshop of the Vischers
of nuremberg which was then europe’s top
establishment of this type. the tombstone artwork,
which draws on the period’s ideas of life and
death, ranks among the most outstanding
masterpieces of european art. the tombstones
were removed from Poznań during World
War II and returned from storage in saint
Petersburg’s hermitage museum in 1990.

st. Peter’s sWord
a replica of the sword which, as legend has it, was used by “(…) an apostle to cut off

st. malchus’ ears in the olive Garden (…)”, was presented in the 10th century to Jordan, Poland’s
first bishop, by Pope John XIII. For centuries that followed, the sword remained a highly valued
relic. the original sword is held in the archdiocese museum. 
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FIGures oF mIesZKo I and Boleslaus the BraVe In the Golden ChaPel
during the Partition of Poland, the 19th-century Golden Chapel bearing dazzling

Byzantine ornaments served as a reminder of Poland’s past magnificence. the Chapel’s
sarcophagus contains the remains of Poland’s original rulers, the figures of mieszko I
and Boleslaus the Brave, paintings depicting the assumption of Christianity by mieszko and the
Gniezno Convention (a meeting between Boleslaus the Brave and otto III), as well as
a remarkable representation of Jesus the ruler surrounded by Polish saints (on the cupola)
and a mosaic of Virgin mary as painted by titian (in the altar). the construction of the Chapel
was financed in part with contributions from Poles residing in all parts of the partitioned Poland.

tomBstone oF BIshoP Jan luBraŃsKI
the gravestone of Jan lubrański, one of Poznań’s most deserving bishops, the founder

of the outstanding lubrański academy, was made by a sculptor from the workshop
of Bartolommeo Berecci, the maker of the royal sigismund Chapel on the Wawel hill in Cracow.
It is one of the earliest examples of renaissance art in Poland.

ChaPel oF saInt
stanIslaus, the
BIshoP and martYr 

saint stanislaus Chapel was
separated out of the royal Chapel
which held the tombstones of
Przemysł II, the King of Poland
(13th century) and his wife rixa,
destroyed in the 14th century. this
monumental bronze epitaph
representing the King, his father
Przemysł I and rixa, was founded
in 1995.

roYal neCroPolIs
an inscription in the floor of the Cathedral’s main nave refers to the Polish

kings and dukes buried underneath. the place of worship has been the royal
necropolis starting at the time of the first rulers of Poland.

Plaque CommemoratInG BIshoP Jordan
a plaque in the Presbytery floor celebrates the establishment of Poland’s

first Bishopric in 968 with a seat in Poznań. Its embedding marked the Grand
anniversary of Christianity celebrated in the year 2000.

the maIn altar
Completed in 1512, the altar is a remarkable example of late-Gothic

art. Its central section features sculptures of Virgin mary the queen
and st. Catherine and st. Barbara, to name just a few. a side display depicts
eight scenes from the Passion of Christ. the altar base is a sculpted
representation of the last supper.

staIned Glass WIndoWs
representations of Virgin mary, st. Peter and st. Paul as well as scenes from
the history of Poland and Poznań, can be seen in the stained glass windows
of the Presbytery. the pieces were made in the 20th century in the Poznań
workshop of stanisław and maria Powalisz.
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8Saint Peter and Paul’s Arch-Cathedral Basilica

PrIma sedes ePIsCoPorum PolonIae*, is a very special place indeed. as a royal necropolis, it has
become a monument to the origins of the Polish state. Its millennium-long history reflects landmarks
in the development of Poland and Christianity.

* “the original seat of the Polish bishops” as stated in an inscription over the main entrance

I st. martin’s Chapel 
II st. Joseph’s Chapel 

III st. Cecil’s Chapel 
IV Chapel of st. Francis Xavier 
V Chapel of the holy sacrament 

(of the Górka Family)
VI Prelates’ and Vicars’ sacristy

VII Golden Chapel
VIII Chapel of our lady of Częstochowa 

and st. stanislaus Kostka

IX Chapel of the heart of Jesus
X Chapel of our lady and holy angels 

XI Chapel of the trinity
XII Chapel of st. John of Kanty

XIII south Porch
XIV Chapel of st. stanislaus, 

the Bishop and martyr
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